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Abstract
The main objective of this study is to investigate the structural performance of reinforced concrete (RC) beam specimens strengthened with 3D-fiberglass as compared with fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) sheets. For this purpose, six
RC beams were fabricated, strengthened, and tested under a four-point bending machine. One of the beams served
as the control beam (REF), while the others were strengthened with carbon FRP (RCFRP), glass FRP (RGFRP), 3D-fiberglass and epoxy resin (R3DTR), 3D-fiberglass and epoxy resin extended to the sides (R3DTRB), and 3D-fiberglass and
concrete repair (R3DTG). Failure mode, crack development, flexural capacity, ductility, the effectiveness of wrapping
configurations, and the performance of epoxy resin in comparison with concrete repairer were studied between various beams. The results attest to the better performance and effectiveness of 3D-fiberglass over FRP in terms of flexural
capacity, crack pattern, and ductility. The R3DTR and RGFRP specimens, compared to the control specimen, had the
highest and lowest flexural capacity growth, with 19% and 8.4%, respectively. In addition, the failure modes observed
in this study were in good agreement with the failure modes present in ACI.440.2R-17. Moreover, finite element
(FE) models were proposed to predict the residual capacity of the specimens strengthened with FRP, using Abaqus
software.
Keywords: fiber-reinforced polymers sheets, reinforced concrete, carbon FRP, glass FRP, 3D-fiberglass, flexural
capacity
1 Introduction
Over the last decades, the use of fiber-reinforced polymer
(FRP), owing to their properties, for the strengthening
of reinforced concrete (RC) structures that have deteriorated as a result of aging, environmental condition,
and lack of maintenance, has been widely studied (Firmo
et al., 2015; Haji et al., 2019; Kashi et al., 2019; Ku et al.,
2011; Moradi et al., 2020; Yazdani & Goucher, 2015). It is
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indispensable to select durable material to renovate and
strengthen of damaged RC beams to extend their service
life (Elsanadedy et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020). The use
of FRP to strengthen the reinforced concrete elements,
compared with other typically employed techniques,
such as concrete or steel jackets, external tensioning, and
bonded steel plates, is extremely effective (Ali et al., 2018;
Skuturna & Valivonis, 2016). In addition, it has been
proven that FRP can improve both the shear and flexural
behavior of RC constructions (Attari et al., 2012; Correia
et al., 2017; Mosallam & Nasr, 2017; Renyuan et al., 2017;
Triantafyllou et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2017). Research on
the flexural performance of RC beams strengthened with
FRP was reviewed in Attari et al. (2012), Camata et al.,
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(2007), Ceroni et al., (2012), Choi et al., (2013), Raoof
et al., (2017), Chen et al., (2018), Dong and Wang (2013)
and Kara and Ashour (2012). Parameters investigated
in these studies were: the FRP material, such as carbon
FRP (CFRP) in Attari et al. (2012), Camata et al., (2007),
Ceroni et al., (2012), Choi et al., (2013), Raoof et al.,
(2017), Chen et al., (2018), glass FRP (GFRP) in Attari
et al. (2012), Camata et al., (2007), Ceroni et al., (2012),
Choi et al., (2013), Raoof et al., (2017), Chen et al., (2018),
and basalt FRP (BFRP) in [18.21]; the number of layers
(Ceroni et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2013); the strengthening configuration (Dong & Wang, 2013); and the concrete compressive strength (Dong & Wang, 2013; Kara
& Ashour, 2012). It was found that applying FRP to RC
beam specimens enhanced their flexural capacity. CFRP
strengthening can also improve the capacity of beams
under impact load. Jahami et al. (2018, 2019, 2021),
examined the efficiency of strengthening RC beams and
slabs using CFRP when subjected to blast loading numerically and experimentally. It is found that CFRP can
enhance the load bearing capacity and energy absorption
of RC elements under impact loads.
Recent studies shows that polyurethane (PU)-based
FRP composites could have a better performance than
other available systems such as epoxy-based composites.
It is because of the wide range of PU primer and properties of laminate, which result in improving of bond
between PU-CFRP system and concrete (Chan & Mackie,
2020). Al-Jelawi et al. (2013) and Al-Jelawy and Mackie
(2020, 2021) studied the flexural behavior of concrete
beam strengthened with PU matrix–adhesive laminates.
They reported that strengthening the beams with PU can
improve the strength, durability and deformability.
Another index that plays an important role in a structure
is ductility. Ductility is the ability of structural elements to
sustain deformations after yielding. Research has shown
that the brittle behavior of FRPs detracted the ductility
of RC beams (Raoof et al., 2017; Choobbor et al., 2019;
Salama et al., 2019; Matthys and Taerwe, 2006; Chen et al.,
2020a, b; Rasheed et al., 2017; Siddika et al., 2019; Chellapandian et al., 2018) investigated the flexural behavior
of concrete beams strengthened with hybrid carbon and
basalt FRP sheets, finding that the ductility loss at ultimate load was up to 70% lower than the reference beam.
Salama et al. (2019) studied the performance of RC beams
strengthened with externally side-bonded CFRP sheets,
finding that the high strength increase goes together with
a ductility loss at the ultimate load up to 62% inferior to
the reference beam. The side-bonded strengthening
method also exhibits a ductility reduction comparable to
that of beams with an equivalent bottom-bonded system.
Raoof et al. (2017) investigated flexural performance of RC
beams strengthened with textile-reinforced mortar (TRM)
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compared to FRP and found that strengthening of RC
beams decreased the ductility index.
Despite the advantages of using FRP in RC beams, some
drawbacks have been observed in the application of FRPs,
which are mostly associated with ductility. With the progression of time and improvement of material, 3D-fiberglass as a promising alternative to FRP has been suggested.
3D-Fiberglass fabric is a recently developed fiberglass
braided fabric made up of two bi-direction woven fabrics
joined together by vertical braided pillars. Fig. 1 shows
how the two S-shaped yarns jointly form a pillar, which is
8- and 1 shaped in the warp and weft directions, respectively (Fan et al., 2010).
3D-Fiberglass provides a class of composite material with
a high debonding strength. The properties of this composite material—such as stiffness and strength—are as good as
those in honeycombs (Van Vuure, Ivens, et al., 2000). Some
research works have experimentally studied the mechanical properties and failure mode mechanism of 3D-fiberglass
(Fan et al., 2012; Li et al., 2009). Sadighi et al. (2013) investigated the mechanical performance of 3D-fiberglass using
finite element (FE) analyses and experimental tests. In this
study, the load–displacement curves from experimental
tests were obtained under three-point and four-point bending tests for beams with three different core thicknesses
and with two principal directions of sandwich panels. The
results were also compared with proposed FE model predictions. It was found that increasing the resin ratio improves
the mechanical response of the specimen strengthened
with 3D-fiberglass as was reported by van Vuure et al. (Van
Vuure, Pflug, et al., 2000). Asaee et al. (2015) introduced an
innovative fiber metal laminate (FMLs), made by sandwiching a 3D-fiberglass fabric between thin sheets of magnesium
alloy. In this research, the failure modes and velocity impact
(LVI) response of this innovative FML composite were studied both experimentally and analytically, with results that
indicated the acceptable performance of the FML.
1.1 Scope and Significance

3D-Fiberglass is a recently developed fabric, which consists of two bi-direction woven fabric, joined together
by vertical braided glass fiber pillars. To the best of the

Fig. 1 Cross-section of 3D-fiberglass: a warp view and b weft view
(Fan et al., 2010).
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three 12-mm tensile rebars, two 10-mm compressive
rebars, and 10-mm stirrups at a distance of 100 mm. The
concrete cover was 40 mm. Table 1 and Fig. 2 show the
details of the specimens.

authors’ knowledge, there has been a few investigations
into exploring the structural performance of RC beams
strengthened with 3D-fiberglass under flexural loading and comparing the results with other types of FRC.
Therefore, this paper aims to investigate the flexural
capacity of RC beams strengthened with 3D-fiberglass,
CFRP and GFRP. For this purpose, six RC beams were
fabricated, strengthened, and experimentally tested in
four-point bending. The investigated parameters are FRP
materials, strengthening configuration, and concrete
repairer and epoxy resin performance.

2.1.1 RCFRP and RGFRP Specimens

As shown in Table 1, two of the beams, i.e., RCFRP and
RGFRP, were strengthened with one sheet of longitudinal CFRP and GFRP at the bottom of the specimens,
respectively. The FRP sheets were 300 mm in width and
2500 mm in length. In addition, the end anchorage of
these specimens was also strengthened by externally
wrapping FRP around the beam with 200 mm length.
Fig. 3 illustrates the strengthening details of the specimens RCFRP and RGFRP.

2 Experimental Program
2.1 Details of Tested Beams

As the first step, four RC beams were fabricated, with one
of the beams kept unstrengthened to serve as a reference
(REF) and the three others were strengthened with different strengthening materials and wrapping schemes.
The geometries of the specimens were alike with 300 mm
width, 300 mm height, and 2500 mm length. All the
beams were deliberately designed with a low longitudinal
reinforcement ratio (ρs = 0.43%) to simulate flexural-deficient beams. The internal steel reinforcements comprised

2.1.2 R3DTR Specimen

The other specimen, i.e., R3DTR, was strengthened with
longitudinal 3D-fiberglass which was attached to the bottom surface of the beam using epoxy resin, with dimensions of 300 mm in width and 2500 mm in length. This
specimen had lower flexural capacity than the other
specimens and consequently with higher risk of shear

Table 1 Nomenclature of the four initial tested beams: REF, RCFRP, RGFRP and R3DTR.
No. Specimens Longitudinal strengthening
name
at the bottom of beam
Strengthening material
(with 2500 mm length)

Wrapping
Out of
bending
zone–
600 mm
each side

Description
End anchorage–
200 mm each side

CFRP GFRP 3D-Fiberglass CFRP GFRP CFRP GFRP
1

REF

2

RCFRP

3
4

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

−

RGFRP

−

×

−

−

−

−

×

Strengthening with one layer GFRP at the bottom and GFRP
wrapping end anchorage

R3DTR

−

−

×

−

×

−

×

Impregnating the 3D-fiberglass with resin and extension of
GFRP wrapping

×

−

−

−

Distribution Beam

−

×

−

Strengthening with one layer CFRP at the bottom and CFRP
wrapping end anchorage

Bearing Plate Stirrups Ø10 @ 100mm

2

3
Fig. 2 Details of the reference beam (dimensions in mm).
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FRP wrapping end anchorage

Longitudinal FRP

200 mm width
FRP wrapping

Fig. 3 Details of RCFRP and RGFRP specimens (dimensions in mm).

GFRP wrapping

3D-Fiberglass
and Resin

800 mm width
GFRP wrapping

Fig. 4 Details of R3DTR specimen (dimensions in mm).
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Table 2 Mechanical properties of FRP.
FRP material Thickness
(mm)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Modulus of
elasticity
(GPa)

Ultimate
strain
%

CFRP

0.17

4950

235

1.9

GFRP

0.157

2300

90

3.9

Table 3 3D-Fiberglass woven fabric specification.
Core
thickness
(mm)

Area
weight
(g/m2)

Density
of warp
(ends/
cm)

Density
of weft
(ends/
cm)

Tensile
strength
of warp
(n/50 mm)

Tensile
strength
of weft
(n/50 mm)

10

1480

15

8

6800

12,000

Table 4 Technical data of 3D-fiberglass.

Fig. 5 Resining of 3D-fiberglass: a cleaning the surface, b distributing
40% of the total quantity of resin, c placing 3D-fiberglass on a
concrete surface, and d impregnating layers and surface.

Thickness
(mm)

Flat pressing
Shear strength
strength
GB/T1453-2005
GB/T1453-2005 MPA average
MPA average

Flexural
strength
GB/T1453-2005
MPA average

10

1.01

47.4

0.325

Table 5 Specification of epoxy resin.

failure. To prevent shear failure in the R3DTR specimen,
the extended GFRP wrapping (800 mm) was attached
around the beam out of the bending zone; see Fig. 4.
Strengthening of the R3DTR specimen was performed
through the following steps:
• Cleaning the surface with a wire brush and then
washing with water to remove dust, grease, and
debris; see Fig. 5a.
• Distributing 40% of the total quantity of resin onto
the surface of the molds with a roll; see Fig. 5b.
• Placing 3D-fiberglass on a concrete surface; see
Fig. 5c.
• Rolling resin gently and firmly until all of it has fully
impregnated the layers and surface and the required
thickness has been obtained; see Fig. 5d.
2.2 Material Property

In order to determine the compressive strength of concrete, five cubic concrete specimens with the dimensions
of 150 × 150 × 150 (mm) were tested (BS8500-2, 2014).
The 28-day compressive strength of the specimens was
33 MPa. The mechanical properties of the steel reinforcements, including the elastic modulus, yield stress, and

Material

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Epoxy resin 72.4

Flexural strength
(MPa)

Elongation
%

123.4

5.5

ultimate strength were 191 GPa, 379 MPa, and 550 MPa,
respectively. Three samples of each type of reinforcement
were subjected to uniaxial tensile testing.
Carbon FRP, glass FRP, 3D-fiberglass, concrete repairs,
and epoxy resin were used for strengthening the beams.
The specification and mechanical properties of the materials used are shown in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.
2.3 Experimental Setup and Instruments

All the beams were tested with a four-point bending
machine at the structural laboratory of Semnan University, as illustrated in Figs. 6 and 7. The clear span of
the specimens was 2000 mm, and the distance between
loading points was 600 mm; see Fig. 7. Three multiple
linear variable displacement Transducers (LVDT) were
installed at the bending zone to measure the mid-span
deflections independently. The locations of the LVDTs
are shown in Fig. 7. The load was applied monotonically
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using a hydraulic jack with a total capacity of 1000
kN. Two bearing plates were placed under the loading
points to prevent local failure of the specimens due to
concrete crushing (see Fig. 7). It should be noted that
the load was applied until the specimens failed.

Load cell
Hydraulic jack

3 Experimental Results and Discussion
The effect of 3D-fiberglass versus FRP, strengthening
configuration and material properties on the performance of tested beam specimens are discussed in this
part. The cracking load (Pcr), yielding load (Py), ultimate
load (Pu), displacement corresponding to cracking load
(Δcr), displacement corresponding to yielding load (Δy),
displacement at ultimate load (Δu), flexural capacity
improvement due to strengthening and observed failure
mode of each specimen are presented in Table 7.

LVDT

Fig. 7 A real view of test setup and instrumentation.

3.1 Mid‑span Load–Displacement Curves

beams showed a dramatic drop in strength immediately
after the failure of FRP or 3D-fiberglass. The load–displacement curves of the beams are compared in Fig. 9a.
Fig. 9b displays the increase of flexural capacity of the
strengthened beam specimens compared to the REF
beam. It is shown that the R3DTR (the strengthened
beam with 3D-fiberglass) and RGFRP (the strengthened
beam with GFRP) specimens have the highest and lowest
flexural capacity growth, with 19% and 8.4%, respectively.

Load versus mid-span deflection curves of all the tested
beam specimens are shown in Fig. 8. All the presented
curves in Fig. 8 are characterized by three distinct stages
up to maximum load: (1) stage I: un-cracked concrete; (2)
stage II: development of cracking up to yielding of steel
reinforcement; and (3) stage III: post-yielding response
up to failure. Any difference between the curves of the
strengthened beams and the reference one is due to the
difference in the performance of the FRP and 3D-fiberglass and strengthening methodology. The performance
of the strengthening materials was more visible during stages II and III, at which the steel reinforcement
was yielding. At stage II, both steel reinforcement and
strengthening materials contributed to actively absorbing the applied loads and helped to increase the flexural
capacity. During stage III, the FRP and 3D-fiberglass
became the main parameters that improved the flexural capacity. The behavior of all specimens after the
peak load was approximately the same. All strengthened

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Rigid frame
Load cell
Hydraulic jack
Distribution beam
Specimen
LVDTs
Roller support
Strong floor

8

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram of test setup and instrumentation.

Distribution beam

Bearing plate

3.2 Failure Mode and Crack Pattern

Concrete crushing and fiber rupture were two types of
failure modes expected in the strengthened beams. These
failure modes were presented by ACI 440.2R.17 (ACI,
2017) and classified as flexural failure assortment. All the
beams failed in flexural mode and demonstrated severe
flexural cracking, which is correlated with previous
research (Choi et al., 2013; Choobbor et al., 2019; Raoof
et al., 2017; Salama et al., 2019). Failure mechanisms and
details of failure modes of each specimen are presented

1
2
3
5

4
600 mm
2000 mm

6

7
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40
0

FRP rupture
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0
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Residual strength

80

RCFRP

40
0

90

0
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20

Displacement (mm)

30 40 50 60
Displacement (mm)

(a)
240
FRP rupture

90

Concrete crushing

3D-Fiberglass rupture

200

160

160

Load (kN)

Load (kN)

80

(b)

240
200

70

120
Residual strength

80

RGFRP

40
0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

120
80

Residual strength

R3DTR

40
0

90

0

10

20

Displacement (mm)

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

Displacement (mm)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8 Load–displacement curves of the tested beams: a REF specimen, b RCFRP specimen, c RGFRP specimen, and d R3DTR specimen.

240

Load (kN)

160
120

REF

80

RCFRP
RGFRP

40

Increase of flexural capacity

200

0

19 %

1.2
1.16
1.12
1.08

10 %
8%

1.04

R3DTR
0

10

20

30

40

50

Displacement (mm)

(a)

60

70

80

90

1

RGFRP

RCFRP

R3DTR

(b)

Fig. 9 Comparison of the specimens: a Load–displacement curves of the tested beams, and b increase of the flexural capacity of the strengthened
beams in comparison with the REF beam.
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Fig. 10 Failure mechanism and details of failure modes of REF beam specimen.

in Figs. 10, 11, 12, 13 and Table 7 and discussed in the following sections.
3.2.1 REF Specimen

Fig. 10 shows the deflection and crack patterns of the
REF beam at failure load. In this specimen, flexural failure occurred after large, severe, and symmetrical cracks

Fig. 11 Failure mechanism and details of failure modes of RCFRP specimen.

appeared in the moment zone. This was due to the yielding of the tensile reinforcements and concrete crushing
in the compressive zone, which was the expected failure
type in the under-reinforced beams. These cracks first
appeared at the mid-span and extended towards the supports. All flexural cracks spread from the soffit of the
beam. Shear cracks did not appear at any point during
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Fig. 12 Failure mechanism and details of failure mode of RGFRP specimen.

Fig. 13 Failure mechanism and details of failure modes of R3DTR specimen.

the testing. The yield and ultimate load of the specimen
were 134.17 kN and 162.5 kN, respectively. The corresponding mid-span deflections were 8.19 mm and
33.6 mm, respectively.
3.2.2 RCFRP Specimen

The RCFRP beam was strengthened using a CFRP sheet
on the bottom and a 200-mm CFRP wrapping at the
end anchorage of the beam. The observed failure mode
in this beam was the rupture of the FRP sheet. As seen
in Fig. 11a, b, the FRP rupture occurred at the moment
zone. Moreover, the fractured surface is shown in
Fig. 11b, c. When the longitudinal CFRP rupture
occurred, there was no crushing in the compressive
zone, which reveals that the strain in the FRP reached

its design rupture before the concrete reached its ultimate strain which correlates with Alagusundaramoorthy et al., (2003). Furthermore, the RCFRP specimen
experienced a symmetrical bending cracking pattern.
Both bending and shear cracks were observed at the
failure points. The yield and ultimate loads of the specimen were 157.8 kN and 179.8 kN, respectively. Their
corresponding mid-span deflections were 8.09 mm and
16.01 mm, respectively.
3.2.3 RGFRP Specimen

The RGFRP specimen was strengthened with one sheet of
GFRP at the bottom and a 200-mm GFRP wrapping at the
end anchorage of the beam. The RGFRP beam exhibited a
symmetrical cracking pattern, as seen in Fig. 12a. At first,
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minor FRP debonding occurred at the force corresponding to 160 kN (Fig. 12a, b) and as the force increased,
the FRP debonding progressed until the rupture of the
longitudinal GFRP sheet occurred outside the moment
zone and near the end anchorage, as seen in Fig. 12c. It
should be noted that although providing the end anchorage at the end of beam somehow prevented the FRP
from debonding, slippage of fibers finally occurred in the
region where the longitudinal GFRP sheet met the end
anchorage. This is also reported by Papakonstantinou
et al. (2001). It means that the substrate could not sustain
the FRP force, and the concrete did not reach its maximum usable strain. The yield and ultimate load of the
specimen were 150 kN and 176.167 kN, respectively, and
their corresponding mid-span deflections were 8.43 mm
and 20.86 mm, respectively.
3.2.4 R3DTR Specimen

In addition to 800 mm GFRP wrapping at both sides of
the beam out of the bending zone, the R3DTR beam was
strengthened using a longitudinal 3D-fiberglass sheet.
This specimen showed a symmetrical and widespread
cracking pattern. As seen in Fig. 13a, concrete crushing
occurred in the compressive zone when the applied load
was equal to 190 kN. At the loading point of 194.833 kN,
the GFRP wrapped at the end anchorage ruptured, as
seen in Fig. 13b, and consequently, the 3D-fiberglass ruptured from exactly the same region, as seen in Fig. 13c.
Although the R3DTR specimen could not delay the yielding of rebars, compared to the FRP-reinforced specimens, it had a significant effect on the improvement of
maximum capacity. The R3DTR beams showed better
performance among all the beams in terms of crack pattern and flexural capacity, attesting to the efficiency of
3D-fiberglass.
3.3 Additional Tests Based on Experimental Results

Analysis of the results obtained from the tests indicated
that the beam strengthened with 3D-fiberglass exhibited
a better performance (R3DTR) than beams strengthened with FRP (RCFRP and RGFRP) in terms of flexural
capacity and crack pattern. However, it should be taken
into account that resin and 3D-fiberglass are extremely
expensive materials. Therefore, to find a promising alternative to resin, to achieve optimum 3D-fiberglass length,
and to investigate the effects of the different 3D-fiberglass
configurations, two other specimens, i.e., R3DTG and
R3DTRB, were constructed to be tested. Details of these
two new specimens are shown in Fig. 14 and Table 8.
In order to reduce the consumption of resin, two
types of materials, i.e., grout and concrete repairer,
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were considered as possible replacements. The concrete
repairer was ultimately selected because it had finer
aggregates than grout. Thus, in one of the specimens
(R3DTG), a polyurethane gun was used to inject concrete
repairer into the 3D-fiberglass; see Table 8. Then the
injected 3D-fiberglass was cured for 7 days. Finally, the
composite was attached to the concrete surface by means
of epoxy resin, as shown in Fig. 14a.
The second additional beam (R3DTRB) was designed
to investigate different 3D-fiberglass configurations.
In this specimen, the length of the 3D-fiberglass sheet
was reduced from 2500 to 1800 mm. In addition, the
3D-fiberglass extended 100 mm on each side of the beam
to provide better lateral confinement, as can be seen in
Fig. 14b.
3.3.1 Efficiency of Concrete Repairer Versus Resin

The mid-span load–displacement curve of R3DTR (with
resin) and R3DTG (with concrete repairer) specimens are
compared in Fig. 15. The crack, yield and ultimate loads
of the R3DTG specimen were 45 kN, 145.6 kN and 170.5
kN, respectively, with corresponding mid-span deflection of 1.16 mm, 8.01 mm and 31.05 mm, respectively.
The results indicate that the R3DTR specimen in terms
of flexural capacity and ductility, performed better than
the R3DTG specimen. In the R3DTG specimen, failure
occurred after large and widespread cracks appeared in
the moment zone (Fig. 16). This was due to the yielding
of the tensile reinforcements and consequent concrete
crushing at the compressive zone. After loading, it was
observed that composite (3D-fiberglass and concrete
repairer) remained intact. In the R3DTR specimen, a
strong connection between 3D-fiberglass and concrete
was established, while in the R3DTG specimen, this
strong connection was not established. Fig. 15 shows
that, although the behavior of R3DTG in un-cracked and
cracking zones up to the yielding point was similar to the
other specimens, in the post-yielding zone, its behavior was more similar to the REF specimen. This means
that, before yielding, epoxy resin made a good connection between concrete and composite (3D-fiberglass and
concrete repairer), but after yielding point, the effects of
epoxy resin disappeared. The observed failure mode was
unexpected for this strengthened specimen.
3.3.2 Efficiency of 3D‑Fiberglass Extension

The mid-span load–displacement curves of the R3DTR
and R3DTRB specimens are shown in Fig. 17. The crack,
yield and ultimate load of the R3DTRB specimen were
52 kN, 154.2 kN and 216.2 kN, respectively, and the corresponding mid-span deflection was 1.41 mm, 7.39 mm,
and 20.55 mm, respectively. The comparison between the
curves revealed that the contribution of the extension
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Fig. 14 Details of the additional tested beams: a details of R3DTG specimen, with concrete repairer injected into the 3D-fiberglass, and b details of
R3DTRB specimen, typical wrapping of 3D-fiberglass at bottom and extended on sides with GFRP wrapping (dimensions in mm).
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Table 6 Specification of concrete repair.
Material

Color

Density (g/
cm3)

Cohesive
bond (N/
mm2)

7-day
compressive
strength
(MPa)

Concrete
repair

White and
gray

1.4 + 0.05

1.4

35

was no sign of concrete crushing in the compressive
zone (Fig. 18a, b). Moreover, the fracture surface of the
R3DTRB specimen is shown in Fig. 18b, c. Therefore, it is
concluded that using this strengthening scheme can significantly improve the flexural capacity, delay the yielding
of rebars and change the failure mode zone.
3.4 Ductility

of 3D-fiberglass in R3DTRB specimen in improving the
flexural capacity was approximately 22 kN (nearly 11%
higher than the capacity of R3DTR specimen). Furthermore, the R3DTRB, in comparison with R3DTR had
16% less deflection at ultimate load. In addition, the
R3DTRB showed about 11% more flexural strength than
the R3DTR, demonstrating the effectiveness of 100 mm
extension of 3D-fiberglass on the beam sides. During the
plastic deformation phase, the R3DTR displayed more
ductility than the R3DTRB (about 8%) and both R3DTR
and R3DTRB showed lower ductility than REF specimen. In terms of failure mode, both specimens failed
due to 3D-fiberglass rupture. In the R3DTRB specimen,
the 3D-fiberglass rupture occurred at the moment zone.
In this specimen, when 3D-fiberglass ruptured, there

Steel absorbs a large amount of inelastic energy in its
yielding and hardening process. In contrast, due to its
lack of plasticity and its brittle behavior, FRP does not
provide significant energy absorption. Therefore, RC
beams strengthened with FRP sheets are not expected to
experience failure with adequate ductility and warning
signs. The ductility of RC beams depends on the load–
displacement curve of the beam. This measurement will
provide an indication of the amount of plastic deformation that a beam can endure prior to failure. Ductility
index (µd ) can be estimated as follows:

µd =

240
Concrete crushing

200

200

160

160
Load(kN)

Load(kN)

(1)

where u and y are deflections at the ultimate and yielding loads, respectively. Table 9 and Fig. 19 summarize the
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80
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40
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�u
,
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(a)

120
80
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40
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0
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(b)

Fig. 15 Load–displacement curves of tested beams: a R3DTG specimen, and b REF, R3DTR and R3DTG specimens.

Fig. 16 Failure mechanism and details of failure mode of R3DTRB specimen.
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Fig. 17 Load–displacement curves of tested beams: a R3DTRB specimen, and b comparison of REF, R3DTR and R3DTRB specimens.

Fig. 18 Failure mechanism and details of failure mode of R3DTRB specimen.

Table 7 Summary of test results and failure modes of each specimen.
Specimens name

Load (kN)
Cracking
Pcr

Displacement at (mm)
Yielding
Py

Ultimate
Pu

Cracking load
Δcr

Yielding load
Δy

Ultimate load
Δu

Capacity
Failure mode
increase (%)

REF

36.61

134.17

162.5

0.84

8.19

35.73

–

Concrete crushing

RCFRP

50

157.8

179.833

1.32

8.09

16.42

9.6

Fiber rupture

RGFRP

46

150

176.167

0.92

8.43

20.86

8.4

Fiber rupture

R3DTR

50

144.6

194.833

1.46

7.88

30.83

19.8

Fiber rupture and
concrete crushing
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In the beams strengthened with 3D-fiberglass, the
R3DTR, R3DTG, and R3DTRB specimens showed better ductility in comparison with the RGFRP specimen—
with 58%, 56%, and 12% higher ductility for the R3DTR,
R3DTG, and R3DTRB specimens, respectively.
The main parameter that affects the ductility of the
strengthened specimens is the brittle behavior of FRP
and 3D-fiberglass sheets. It seems that the R3DTRB, due
to its 3D-fiberglass configuration (U-wrap), experienced
brittle failure, with the ductility of this specimen decreasing in comparison with the other specimens strengthened with 3D-fiberglass.

5

Ductility index

4
3
2
1
0

Fig. 19 Ductility indices and energy ratio of all specimens.

ductility indices of each of the six investigated beams:
i.e., the control beam and the beams strengthened with
3D-fiberglass and FRP. In the third column of the table,
the ductility ratios of the strengthened specimens to the
control specimen (REF) are presented. Due to high modulus of elasticity of carbon, the beams strengthened with
CFRP show lower ductility among the tested beams. The
ductility of strengthened specimens was less than that of
the REF specimen by 10–53%. The present behavior is
identical with the observed results by previous research
studies (Galal & Mofidi, 2009; Hawileh, et al., 2014; Kim
& Shin, 2011). In addition, the ductility of the beams
strengthened with 3D-fiberglass (R3DTR, R3DTG, and
R3DTRB) is higher than that of the beams strengthened
with FRP (RCFRP and RGFRP); this highlights the efficiency of using 3D-fiberglass in ductility of the specimens. It can be concluded that strengthening the beam
with 3D-fiberglass provides better strengthening performance by achieving higher ductility.

4 Numerical Simulation of Beams Strengthened
with FRP Sheet
In the last few years, a number of studies have been carried out to numerically investigate the performance of
the RC elements strengthened with FRP (Abaqus et al.,
2002; Abouali et al., 2019; Barzant, 1986; Chellapandian
et al., 2018; Coronado & Lopez, 2006; Lee & Fenves, 1998;
Lubliner et al., 1989; Ouni & Raza, 2021; Raza & Rafique,
2021; Raza, El Ouni, et al., 2021; Raza, Manalo, et al.,
2021). They have used different methods in the simulation of concrete, FRP sheets, and the bond between the
concrete and FRP. The aim of this section is to investigate
the advantages and accuracy of a finite element simulation in predicting the behavior of the FRP-strengthened
beams. To this aim, the control beam with no strengthening (REF specimen), and two beams strengthened
with CFRP and GFRP sheets (i.e., RCFRP and RGFRP
specimens) were selected to be simulated. To provide a
comprehensive realization of flexural response of RC
beams, the numerical models were developed in Abaqus
software version 6.14. The outcome from the numerical
simulation was compared with the corresponding experimental results.

Table 8 Nomenclature of the two additional tested beams: R3DTG and R3DTRB.
No.

Specimens name

Longitudinal
strengthening at bottom
of the beam

Wrapping

Description

Length of 3D-fiberglass
(mm)

Out of bending zone—
600 mm each side

End anchorage—200 mm each
side

1800

2500

CFRP

GFRP

CFRP

GFRP

1

R3DTG

−

×

−

×

−

×

Concrete repairer
injected into the
3D-fiberglass

2

R3DTRB

×

−

−

×

−

×

Impregnating
with resin and
extended 100 mm
on side
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3

240

2.5

200

2

160

Load (kN)

Stress (MPa)
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Fig. 22 Sensitivity analysis of CDP parameters.

Fig. 20 Tensile behavior of concrete (Lubliner et al., 1989).

Table 9 Ductility indices of all specimens.
30

Stress (MPa)

25

Specimen name

µd

µd/µd(REF)

µd/µd(RGFRP)

REF

4.362637

1

–

20

RCFRP

2.029666

0.47

–

15

RGFRP

2.474496

0.57

1

R3DTR

3.912437

0.9

1.58

R3DTG

3.876404

0.88

1.56

R3DTRB

2.780784

0.63

1.12

10
5
0

0

0.003

0.006

0.009

0.012

Strain (%)

Fig. 21 Compressive stress–strain curve of concrete (Lubliner et al.,
1989).

4.1 Material Constitutive Behavior
4.1.1 Concrete Model

There are different methods such as the concrete damage plasticity (CDP), Drucker–Prager, smeared cracking, and brittle crack, in Abaqus to define the nonlinear
behavior of concrete. Among them, the CDP model can
show the best performance to simulate the complex
behavior of concrete strengthened with FRP (Coronado
& Lopez, 2006; Ouni & Raza, 2021; Raza & Rafique, 2021;
Raza, El Ouni, et al., 2021). Therefore, in this study, the
CDP model was used to simulate the nonlinear behavior of concrete. This approach supposed that compressive crushing and tensile cracking are the key failure
mechanism of concrete. These phenomena are the consequences of micro-cracking (Barzant, 1986). Lubliner et al.
(1989) and Lee and Fenves (1998) proposed the thorough
details of these ideas’ mathematical implementation.
Moreover, the CDP model provides the ability to calibrate the behavior of concrete through its diverse parameters precisely. The concrete mechanical properties are
presented in Table 10. The tensile behavior and compressive stress–strain curve of concrete are presented in
Figs. 20 and 21, respectively.

The values of the plasticity parameters in the CDP
model are estimated based on the suggested values in
Abaqus and then calibrated using sensitivity analysis to
ensure the best agreement with the experimental result
for three simulated beams. In this study, the angle of dilation is varied from 20 to 40 (Coronado & Lopez, 2006)
and viscosity parameter is varied from 0.001 to 0 (Ouni
& Raza, 2021; Raza & Rafique, 2021; Raza, Manalo, et al.,
2021). Sensitivity analysis of viscosity and dilation angle
results are presented in Fig. 22. The plasticity parameters
are presented in Table 11.
4.1.2 Steel Model

An isotropic hardening plasticity behavior model was
adopted for the transverse and longitudinal steel reinforcements that are described in Abaqus et al. (2002).
The modulus of elasticity of steel, obtained experimentally, was equal to 191 GPa. The interaction between
reinforcing bars and concrete was imitated by embedded region constraint (Raza & Rafique, 2021).

Table 10 The mechanical behavior of concrete.
Concrete density (kg/m3)

2400

Cubic compressive strength (MPa)

32.92

Cylindrical compressive strength (MPa)

26.33

Elastic modulus (MPa)

24,022
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Table 11 Plasticity parameters used in CDP model.

Imposed vertical displacement

Dilation angle, ψ

23

Plastic potential eccentricity, ε

0.1

Stress ratio, σb0 /σc0

1.16

Shape of the yielding surface, KC

0.667

Viscosity parameter, µ

0.01

Pinned support
Ux = Uy = Uz = 0

Pinned support
Ux = Uy = Uz = 0

Table 12 Elastic performance of FRP sheets.
E1 (GPa)

E2 (GPa)

Poisson’s ratio
(Nu12)

G12,
G13, G23
(MPa)

CFRP

235

23.5

0.3

5405

GFRP

90

0.9

0.3

3270

Fig. 23 Mesh configuration and boundary condition.

200

4.1.3 FRP Model

FRP displayed elastic behavior up to brittle failure at the
ultimate tensile stress. The FRP sheets were simulated
using ’’LAMINA’’ material type in Abaqus et al. (2002)
and Ouni and Raza (2021)). The defined properties of
FRP sheets were similar to the properties mentioned in
Table 2. The characteristics of the elastic performance of
FRP sheets are reported in Table 12 (Ouni & Raza, 2021).
4.2 Element Types and Boundary Condition

To model FRP sheets and concrete beams, four-node
shell elements with reduced integration (S4R) and
eight-node brick elements (C38DR) were considered.
The reinforcement was presented by two-node linear
truss elements (T3D2) that simulate only axial stiffness.
Perfect bonding between the FRP and the concrete was
assumed, which was achieved by tying the FRP to adjacent the concrete by means of the tie option in Abaqus.
A mesh size of 40 and 55 mm was used for concrete and
steel, respectively. A mesh-sensitivity study was carried out to select an appropriate mesh size. Using 40
mm mesh size for rebars causes a more extended calculation with no remarkable effect on the results. The
best calibration of the FE models done with experimental results obtained when the boundary condition
of supports of the simulated specimens were defined as
allowed for rotation and fixed for translation (Ouni &
Raza, 2021; Raza, Manalo, et al., 2021). These boundary conditions are fully matched with the experimental
setup. The boundary condition and mesh configuration
are shown in Fig. 23. Mesh sensitivity analysis results
are presented in Fig. 24. In addition, loading was
exerted under a displacement-controlled method by
applying monotonically vertical displacement to all

Load (kN)

160
120
80
40
0

REF specimen
0

10

20

30

Expreimental

Mesh Size 40

Mesh Size 50

Mesh Size 60

40

50

Displacement (mm)

60

70

80

Fig. 24 Mesh sensitivity analysis results for the reference specimen
with three mesh sizes of 40, 50 and 60 mm.

nodes at the loading surface until the failure of the
beam (Table 12).
4.3 Analyses Results and Verification

This section presents the numerical analyses results
of the simulated beams, i.e., the control beam with no
strengthening (the REF specimen) and two strengthened
beams with CFRP and GFRP sheets (i.e., the RCFRP and
RGFRP specimens). Comparison of the load–displacement curves of the FE model and experimental specimens is shown in Fig. 25. The results indicated that the
proposed numerical models were compatible with experimental tests results.
4.4 Numerical Failure Mode of Strengthened Beams

Failure modes of numerical modeled RGFRP and RCFRP
specimens are compared with the experimental ones in
Fig. 26. Observed failure modes have good agreement
with the experimental results. By increasing the applied
load, concrete crushing was gradually beginning to
expand from the mid-span of beams to the other regions.
In the RCFRP specimen, most of the stresses are concentrated in the middle of the FRP sheet, while in the RGFRP
specimen, it was at the supports.

(2022) 16:18

• The effectiveness of 3D-fiberglass with resin was
greater than that of FRP systems in terms of flexural
capacity. The R3DTR and RGFRP specimens, compared to the control specimen, had the highest and
lowest flexural capacity growth, with 19% and 8.4%,
respectively. Moreover, the U-wrap of 3D-fiberglass
had notable increase in the ultimate load (up to 30%
compare with the REF specimen), showing the effectiveness of the strengthening scheme.
• Strengthening of the specimens by adding sheets to
the surface of the concrete resulted in reduced ductility. The amount of ductility reduction in the specimens with 3D-fiberglass was less than in the specimens strengthened with FRP. In addition, U-wrap of
3D-fiberglass reduced (up to 27%) the ductility compared with specimens strengthened with 3D-fiberglass without any wrapping.
• The comparison between the resin and concrete repairer performance, when combined with
3D-fiberglass, showed that the combination of resin
and 3D-fiberglass performed more effectively in flexural capacity, and ductility.
• The failure modes of 3D-fiberglass and resin systems,
FRP systems, and the reference beam investigated in
this study were rupture of 3D-fiberglass, rupture of
FRP, and concrete crushing, respectively.
• Results of the proposed numerical model of the
beams strengthened with FRP were compatible with
the results of the experiment. This model could be
used for further study on predicting the capacity of
FRP-strengthened beams.

200

REF specimen

Load (kN)

160
120
80
Experimental
40

FE Model

0

0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

Displacement (mm)

(a)
200
RCFRP specimen
160

Load (kN)

5 Conclusion
This study aims to investigate the structural performance
of reinforced concrete (RC) beams strengthened with
3D-fiberglass and fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) sheets.
For this purpose, six RC beams were fabricated, strengthened, and tested under four-point bending machine. Failure mode, crack development, flexural capacity, ductility,
the effectiveness of wrapping, and the performance of
epoxy resin in comparison with concrete repairer were
studied between various beams. The main findings of this
study can be summarized as follows:
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6 Recommendations for Future Work
• Based on the observed results and by considering the
environmental point of view, it is important to optimize the usage of 3D-fiberglass material. To this aim,
the authors recommend studying the optimum fiber
length in a partially strengthened beam.

Fig. 25 Comparison between load–displacement curves of the
simulated FE models and the tested specimens: a REF specimen, b
RCFRP specimen, and c RGFRP specimen.

• The shear performance of these beams strengthened
with 3D-fiberglass could be investigated. In the present study, the bending behavior of 3D-fiberglass
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Fig. 26 Numerical and experimental failure modes of strengthened beams: a RCFRP, and b RGFRP.

was investigated; however, the shear behavior of the
strengthened beams needs more investigation.
• Considering FE simulation as an accessible and costeffective tool, more studies are needed to find an efficient and accurate 3D-fiberglass simulation.
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